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Drives to the computer? I have a question about Hard Drives, I
have 2 12TB ones ( one for file storage and one for backup
storage). The question is: what drive enclosure should I get, and
what is the best drive enclosure for this case? A: That depends
on two things: How you intend to use it What is your budget If
you want to store everything in a single place you'll need a NAS
that offers bays for both drives. Like most NAS it isn't cheap (I
don't know a cheap one) and you will need to install software on
your computer to connect the NAS and to automate backups.
They are quite reliable and secure. If you want to keep all your
data in separate places, for example on two or more servers,
then you could get a lower cost "regular" (not NAS) drive
enclosure and connect it to both servers. Make sure that the
NAS isn't connected to the server that you plan to use for
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backup. That way any drive failure on the NAS would make
your backup useless. If you have a budget over $100, there are a
lot of choices and if you're not sure that you want to spend so
much on a single drive then don't. But if you were you should
go for a RAID 1 configuration. This will let you store both
copies of your data with no negative impact. Or if you want you
could get a "backup" drive enclosure, but only use it for
backups. Check out the Wikipedia article for more
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